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● What did we know?

○ Background information

○ Specific goals

● What did we need to learn?

○ What did competitors and people in our community do?

● What did we do with what we learned?

○ Analysis: Discuss, categorize, prioritize, brainstorm, deep dive

○ Design & iterate: Is our design feasible? Usable?

● What’s next?

● Thank you

Overview



UX Design Process Overview



What did we know?





What did we need to learn?
● What does Hubs do now? Why? 

What are our constraints and assumptions? 

(Defining Project Scope)

● What do other similar sites do? Which sites? Why? 

(Competitive Analysis)

● What do people in Fedora do now around events? What do they struggle with?

(Contextual Inquiry)



Defining Project Scope

Fedora Hubs*

*  http://blog.linuxgrrl.com/2015/07/01/fedora-hubs-update/
 
** https://pagure.io/fedora-hubs/issue/47

Regional Hubs**Team / Project 
Hubs

People Hubs

http://blog.linuxgrrl.com/2015/07/01/fedora-hubs-update/
https://pagure.io/fedora-hubs/issue/47




Competitive Analysis

● Ubuntu LoCos

● Meetup.com

● City Socializer

● Big Tent



Contextual Inquiry

North America Latin America Europe and the 
Middle East and 
Africa

Asia and the Pacific 
Islands

Ambassador María Leandro Robert Scheck Sirko Kemter 

Campus Ambassador Justin Flory

Non-Ambassador Máirín Duffy Sumantro Mukherjee*
Ryan Lerch

* Sumantro has become an ambassador in the meantime



What Did We Do With What We Learned?

● Analysis

● Design & Iterate



Analysis

We collected a lot of data; how 

did we make sense of it?



Design thinking session



We selected problems to work on...



... by identifying which categories are most important



Design & Iterate

We made sense of the data, now how 

did we translate into designs?



Where did we go from there?
Goal: 

If someone is looking for Fedora-related stuff local to them, they will log into Hubs, do 

a search or browse, and find the info they are looking for in regional hubs.

Measure of success: 

Regional hubs provides 

canonical list of local 

resources.

Tasks: 

Mockups for:

● Master list of regional hubs (filterable, sortable)

● Fedora members (filterable, sortable)

● Events (filterable, sortable)



Early Locations Mockup



Updated locations mockup



Locations: Unexpectedly difficult!

* http://www.uxmatters.com/mt/archives/2008/06/international-address-fields-in-web-forms.php



Locations...
Q: Do we really need street address?

A: Not really. We just care that people 

are near each other and events.

Q: Can we avoid handling the pieces 

between a city and a country?

A: Mostly! Overlay the information we 

have on a map and let them fix it if 

needed.



Developer feasibility - locations again!



Usability session - example task
My Original

Task: 

You are moving to a new place. You wonder if 
there is any Fedora community near there. 
Use the prototype to find out who is near a 
particular place.

Mo’s adjustments

Task: 

You're going to be traveling to Berlin, 
Germany on a business trip and have a 
couple of extra days on the tail end of your 
trip to explore. You wonder if there is a 
Fedora community of locals there that you 
could meet up with during the trip. Use the 
prototype to find Fedora folks near Berlin.



Questions - relationship/availability indicators



What’s next?
Which pieces to focus on given time and resource constraints?

More design, research, and iteration. 



Thank you!
Any questions?

Want to help?
Get in touch!

http://pagure.io/fedora-hubs

#fedora-hubs

http://pagure.io/fedora-hubs

